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III. Market Review 

 
Overall Industry on Green Island 

• Rising Popularity of Western Food- Fast Food in Taiwan and Asia is due to the 
rising standard of living throughout Asian countries. Older generations have not 
yet adapted to western cuisine, but the younger generations certainly have demand 
for western style foods7. 

• Domestic Travel- In the year 2007, Taiwanese domestic travel expenses by 
Taiwanese citizens was NT $219.3 billion (US$6.667 billion)8. 

• Taiwanese Tourism on Green Island- The total tourists who traveled to Green 
Island in 2007 was 335,697 tourists9. Monthly distribution of tourist flow can be 
seen in the following table: 

 
Month Number of Visitors 

January 4,874 

February 19,866 

March 12,451 

April 32,111 

May 35,476 

June 51,550 

July 74,749 

August 34,933 

September 40,802 

October 16,386 

November 6,515 

December 5,984 

                                                 
7 Asia increases demand for Western foods 
http://www.ap-foodtechnology.com/Industry-drivers/Asia-increases-demand-for-Western-foods 
8 ROC Citizens’ Domestic Tourist Travel Index 
http://admin.taiwan.net.tw/english/statistics/File/200712/96citizen.htm 
9 Green Island Local Authority Report on Tourism to Green Island 
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Table 2 shows the number of visitors to Green Island in 2007. 
 
Research of Consumer Expectation for Green Island Tourists 

• Concept and Execution- The concept of the survey is designed to ascertain what 
tourists are expecting from their visit to Green Island. The most common way to 
travel to Green Island is by ferry which launches from Taidong City which is 
where this survey was conducted. The surveys were randomly distributed to 
tourists who were preparing to depart for Green Island.  

• Design- The survey is designed to acquire the subject’s demographics, planned 
activities, number of visits, planned duration of stay and expected food 
consumption. Please see appendix 6 for the English version of the Consumer 
Expectation Survey and appendix 7 for the Chinese version of the Consumer 
Expectation Survey. 

• Results- The results show, as indicated in table 1, that the expectations of Green 
Island tourists lean towards consuming food they are more familiar with. From 
this data we can see Chinese food, Taiwanese shaved ice dominate the selection. 
Closely followed by BBQ, ice cream and noodles. Western style foods such as 
pizza, Western style fast food and hamburgers are seemingly less desirable. 

 

 
Table 3  shows Cusumer Expectations of what Green Island tourists expect to consume. 

Research of Consumer Behavior of Green Island Tourist 
• Concept and Execution- The concept of the survey is designed to ascertain what 

tourists were expecting from their visit to Green Island and what they would have 
next time they return or what items they would have liked in the selection during 
their visit. The most common way to return from Green Island is by ferry which 
launches from Nanliao Port which is where this survey was conducted. The 
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surveys were randomly distributed to tourists who were preparing to depart from 
Green Island.  

• Design- The survey is designed to acquire the subject’s demographics, executed 
activities, desire to return to Green Island, suspected funds used to purchase food 
items, food consumption and desired foods. Please see appendix 8 for the English 
version of the Consumer Behavior Survey and appendix 9 for the Chinese version 
of the Consumer Behavior Survey. 

• Results- The results show, as indicated in table 2, that the expectations of Green 
Island tourists were in some cases not met. From this data we can see Chinese 
food, Taiwanese shaved ice and BBQ dominate the selection of food consumed. 
However, as table 3 demonstrates, if you consider what food items which were 
desired, but not available then one finds that Japanese sushi, Italian cuisine and 
Western style fast food is in high demand. 
 

 
Table 4  shows actual consumption of the Green Island Tourists. 
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Table 5 shows desired food items. 
 
Green Island Competitive Environment 
-Green Island Overview 

• Hotels. As of summer of 2008, there were 82 legal hotels on Green Island with an 
additional 3 under construction. According to the authorities, there are several 
illegal hotels which are basically home sharing, since it is hard to prove this 
activity, they are not included in the final tally of hotels10 

• Restaurants. The exact number of restaurants cannot be ascertained since some of 
the restaurants cater only to locals and do not market themselves to tourists. All 
restaurants fall in the category of Chinese food, BBQ or specialized Lamb hotpot. 

• Average stay of Green Island Tourist. The average stay is three days. The typical 
tourist will arrive on a hotel package (3 days, two nights, free breakfast, scooter 
rental and a choice between hot spring visit or snorkeling trip).  

There are three sources of competition: 
1. Convenient Store 

2. New Entrants 

3. Franchise openings 

Three attributes that will make Paradise Burger stand out from all the competitors: 
• Green Island is a small island with heavy tourism, to establish first will give the 

advantage to that restaurant. 

• Branding of Paradise Burger as being synonymous with Green Island “must do” 
for tourists. 

                                                 
10 The illegal hotels are illegal due to tax evasion not do to malicious activities. 
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• Unique and adapted restaurant style will separate the Paradise Burger experience 
from other competitors. 

Business Economics 
 
Retail property values near Nanliao Harbor are extremely high. However, development is 
rampant on Green Island and a total of two separate construction companies exist and 
compete for business on Green Island11. 
With those facts in mind, Paradise Burger still finds it imperative to first open a store in 
Nanliao Harbor area then to relocate to a more suitable location once a profitable 
business. 
 
Profitability by Product 
 
The table below shows the profit margins on the menu items served at Paradise Burger. 
Each item is calculated individually by (Price-inventory cost)/price of item. Note: the 
aforementioned ratio does not take into account other fixed or variable costs. 
 
Menu Item (Excerpt) Projected Price (NTD) 
Hamburger (130-60)/130= 53.8% 
Fries (35-25)/35= 28.6% 
Bottled Soft Drink (25-22)/25= 12% 
Hamburger Combo (180-122)/180= 32.2% 

Table 6 demonstrates pricing of Paradise Burger menu items. 
 
These high profit margins will allow Paradise Burger to turn high profits and then use 
price to adapt to new entrants or competitors. 
 
During the upgrade in year three or four of operation, Paradise Burger can consider to 
increase the profit margins of the combo meal by offering fountain drinks instead of 
bottled drinks. The advantages are cost saving and higher profit, but the disadvantages 
are the considerations of logistics for resupplying the ingredients of a fountain drink, 
parts and repair and if customers will prefer fountain drinks versus the simplicity of 
bottled drinks offer for transportation around Green Island. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
11 Based on interviews with local authorities on Green Island; transcripts of those interviews are not 
included with this document. 




